Far away on the Planet AIE there lives a family of robots called Lov♥Bots. Usually robots are not given names. But this family is special.

They have been given crystal eyes that sparkle when they see or feel the emotion of love. Their eyes are so sensitive that they can experience love from very far away.
The girl robots named "Gi♥Bots", have green crystal eyes while the boy robots, "Bo♥Bots", have blue crystal eyes.

There is also another difference: when Lov♥Bo♥Gi♥Bots were created, the Gi♥Bot was given extra microchips which made her the leader of the two. Almost always, Lov♥Bo♥Gi♥Bots are a Lov♥Bot couple and are never lonely or without love.
The Lov-Bot family is worried. All the way from the Planet AIE, they have been seeing that love is disappearing on the planet earth.

They have seen that countries have more troubles, fathers have more headaches, mothers have more heartaches, and children have a more difficult time feeling and understanding love.
Because the Lov♥Bot family cares, Lov♥Bo♥Gi♥Bots are being sent to earth. They are landing here to become friends of earth children.
You can look into their crystal eyes and see love that they are seeing.

Talk to them, play games with them, listen to them, sing with them.

Watch them, laugh with them, and discover the feeling of love and friendship again and again and again.
There's only one thing to remember! Send your Lov•Letter to the Lov•Bot family on the Planet AIE so that they will know that your Lov•Bo•Gi•Bots have landed safely, and are finding a home in your heart.
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